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ABSTRACT. Mechanisms of structural relaxation are linked with the 
metastability of nonequilibrium potential of solid with defects and the 
generation of collective modes of defects responsible for the plastic strain and 
damage localization. It is shown that spatial-temporal dynamics of collective 
modes (auto-solitary and blow-up dissipative structures) provide the 
anomalous relaxation ability of nonlinear system “solid with defects” in the 
conditions of the specific type of criticality – structural-scaling transition. 
These modes have the nature of self-similar solutions of evolution equations 
for damage parameter (defect-induced strain) and represent the “universality 
class” providing the four power law for a steady plastic front, splitting of an 
elastoplastic shock wave front, and elastic precursor decay kinetics. Wide-
range constitutive equations reflecting the linkage between defect-induced 
mechanisms and structural relaxation are used in the numerical simulation for 
shock wave loading of metals and ceramics in the comparison with 
experiments. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
hysical mechanisms leading to the fracture of solids are associated with multiscale structural relaxation phenomena 
caused by mesoscopic defects. The conditions of dynamic high-speed loading of solid with characteristic times 
close to the relaxation times of structural stresses provide a unique opportunity to study experimentally the kinetics 
of the processes of failure and deformation in the strain rate range of 103-108 s-1. 
The deformation and failure of solids under shock wave loading are accompanied by pronounced self-similar regularities. 
In the experimental investigation of Barker [1], Swegle and Grady [2, 3] the self-similarity of plastic wave fronts in metals 
and non-metals at strain rates of ~ 105 s-1 was established. Modern statements about the mechanisms of deformation and 
fracture, the experimental possibilities of using the technique of shock wave experiment and high time resolution 
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recording systems can be the basis for the development of universal methods for investigating the rheological properties 
and the destruction of condensed matter due to multiscale structural effects. Experimental data on structured plane shock 
front are presented for a wide class of materials – both metals and nonmetallic materials [2, 3]. 
The description of mechanical properties of solid over a range of strain rates about 103-108 s-1 due to multiscale 
mechanisms of structural relaxation mechanisms was proposed in the form of the corresponding constitutive equations of 
elastoviscoplastic material, as well as the kinetic equations of damage accumulation. This approach is combined with 
advanced experimental methods that allow the “in-situ” study of relaxation properties and damage accumulation stages 
(up to failure) using the Doppler interferometry. The measurements are realized on time scales close to the times of 
structural relaxation and reflecting the multilevel kinetics of nucleation and growth of defects, the kinetics of phase 
transformations in shocked materials. The peculiarity of deformation behavior and the development of failure under 
intense loadings is the proximity of the times of structural relaxation caused by the kinetics of defects with relaxation 
times that determine the development of plastic deformation and damage in the material. These features and the nonlinear 
kinetics of defects play a major role and are linked with key problems of describing the self-similar structure of wave 
fronts, the relaxation of an elastic precursor and the stages of failure. The investigation of authors [4] is devoted to the 
development of structural-phenomenological models that take into account the link of structural changes caused by 
defects [5] and the relaxation properties of metals. 
In the paper [6] an relaxation model is proposed that reflects the influence of dislocation ensemble kinetics on  plastic 
flow taking into account the dependence of stress relaxation times on the dislocation density parameter according to the 
activation kinetics. This model, which reflects the kinetics of defects nucleation and growth, allows the quantitative 
description of shock wave fronts propagation in metals. Wide-range constitutive equations of plastic flow (strain rates 103-
108 s-1) are proposed in [7, 8] for the interpretation of phenomenological assumptions of the MTS-PTW model related to 
the metastability of the thermodynamic potential for solid with defects, the nature of threshold flow stresses in the 
moderate range of strain rates of 104-105 s-1 and the links the with asymptotic (self-similar) behavior of the plastic wave 
fronts (the Barker-Swegle-Grady fourth power law). 
A special part is devoted to the study of the mechanisms of plastic strain localization and the stages of failure as a special 
type of critical behavior of solid with mesoscopic defects − structural-scaling transitions accompanied by the formation of 
collective modes of mesoscopic defects. These collective modes have the nature of self-similar solutions for the 
evolutionary equation of damage kinetics (autosoliton modes in the case of the development of plastic instability and 
dissipative structures for damage localization) and play the role of “collective variables” that subordinate the spatial-
temporal dynamics of the behavior of condensed matter under intense impacts. The formation of self-similar plastic wave 
fronts [2, 3], instability and damage-failure transitions in metals and ceramics [9-15], kinetic regularities of spall fracture in 
metals and ceramics [12, 15, 16] can be regarded as the most striking manifestations of such space-time dynamics. The 
listed effects are studied theoretically [6, 11, 13, 16-22] on the basis of developed continuum models reflecting the role of 
metastability, collective modes of defects on the relaxation properties of solid and damage-failure transition scenario. 
Numerical simulation results are compared with the data of original experiments [23-28], which are used to identify the 
parameters and the explanation of the self-similar patterns of solid responses on shock wave loading. 
Present study includes an analysis of the models of elastoplastic materials under shock wave loading taking into account 
the link between the relaxation mechanisms and the stages of failure with the nonlinear kinetics of mesoscopic defects 
(microcracks, microshears); identification of model parameters based on the results of dynamic experiments; numerical 
simulation of plane shock wave loading; verification of the model based on the comparison with the results of original 
experiments on shock wave loading of samples (metals and ceramics); substantiation on the basis of the results of 
numerical simulations and experimental data of self-similar propagation of shock wave fronts, the stages of failure in 
metals and ceramics. 
With reference to numerical simulation, the behavior of materials under dynamic and shock wave loading, the justification 
of the model in a wide range of load intensities are related to elastic-plastic transition under the formation of shock wave 
fronts and damage kinetics. 
 
 
RELAXATION TIMES 
 
he phenomenology of solid with defects contains a description of the thermodynamic state of the system based on 
the introduction of parameters that characterize the behavior of the ensemble of defects and have the meaning of 
independent thermodynamic variables. Within this approach, irreversible deformation is divided into plastic 
(dissipative) strain and structural strain, which allows us to separate the physical mechanisms underlying each of them. In 
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this case, both the processes of defect accumulation and plasticity contribute to stress relaxation. Stress relaxation is 
determined by the nucleation and growth of defects in the shock front and should depend on the effective viscosity, 
which is the main stress relaxation factor that needs to be identified from experimental data. In the present paper, these 
parameters depend in general on many thermodynamic variables and can be represented by following the approach of the 
kinetic theory [29] as 
 
0
0 expi i
U   
                (1) 
 
where   is the temperature factor, 0U  is the characteristic value of the energy of the interatomic bond rupture, 0 i  is the 
characteristic relaxation times,   is the generalized thermodynamic force, which in the Zhurkov model coincides with the 
applied stresses [12, 14]. 
In the works of the authors [6, 18], the dependence of the relaxation times on the accumulated strain in the form 
 
2
0exp
H h    
     
t          (2) 
 
where  ,   – the intensity of strains and stresses, respectively, t  – yield stress, H , h  – the hardening and depletion 
coefficients, respectively. The generalized thermodynamic force depends on both stress and strain. It is necessary to 
assume the influence on the relaxation times of only the structural (inelastic) component, for example, in polymers 
practically coincides with the total strain [18]. The relaxation times for inelastic strain can depend on the accumulated 
structural strain due to defects [6]. In this case, the energy factor in Eqn. (1) is the thermodynamic force, which tends to 
return the system to the equilibrium state. Therefore, the relaxation times will be less than the system is further from the 
equilibrium state. Then Eqn. (1) for the model of solid with mesoscopic defects can be represented by 
 
0
0 exp
p
i i
U J
E
 
  
           
Σ
        (3) 
 
where ( )J   is the intensity of the tensor argument, Σ  is the stress tensor,   is the specific free energy,  p  is the 
nonlinear component of the thermodynamic force, which depends only on the inelastic strain p  due to the defects. 
Comparison of Eqs. (2) and (3) shows that the energy contribution to the relaxation processes is divided into the effect of 
applied stresses and the structural component, expressed in nonlinear dependence on the characteristic deformations, as a 
polynomial for the model presented in [1, 9, 18] or as nonlinear dependence of the component of the thermodynamic 
force due to defects [6]. 
 
 
STRUCTURAL-STATISTICAL MODEL OF ELASTOVISCOPLASTIC DEFORMATION AND FAILURE OF SOLID WITH 
MESOSCOPIC DEFECTS 
 
he approach developed by the authors is based on the description of the collective behavior of an ensemble of 
mesoscopic defects using the effective field theory for multiscale interaction between defects [5, 30]. Based on the 
geometric features of defects as a local changing in the symmetry of the distortion field (deformation) the 
nucleation and the growth of defects are associated with the contribution of induced by defects strain that is introduced as 
an additional structural variable. Taking into account the interaction of defects within the framework of the developed 
statistical-thermodynamic model it was possible to propose a continual description of solid with defects to formulate a 
system of constitutive equations linking the mechanisms of structural relaxation caused by the nucleation and growth of 
defects with the kinetics of elastic-plastic transitions and the stages of failure. An important point in the describing of 
mechanical properties of elastoplastic material is the established relationship between the formation of collective modes of 
defects ensembles related to the kinetics of plastic strain and damage localization. Variables for characterizing of defects 
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(microcracks and microshears) are introduced like dislocation density tensors and are described by symmetric strain 
tensors in the case of microcracks ik i ks sv v  and microshears  1 2ik i k i ks s v l l v  . Here v  is the unit vector to the 
base plane of the microcrack or slip plane of the microscopic shear, l  is the unit vector in the direction of the shift, s  is 
the volume of the microcrack or the microshear intensity. The averaging of the microscopic tensor iks  gives a 
macroscopic tensor of microcracks (microshears) density (defect density tensor) 
 
ik ikp sn            (4) 
 
which coincides with macroscopic strain induced by defects, where n  is the concentration of defects. 
Statistical theory for mesoscopic defects has established various qualitative reactions of the material represented in the 
nonlinear form of out-of-equilibrium free energy of solid with defects F  depending on defect density tensor ikp  and the 
structural-scaling parameter c  characterizing the current susceptibility of the material to the nucleation and growth of 
defects. This parameter represents the ratio of the characteristic structural scales  30~ R r , where R  is the distance 
between the defects, 0r  is the average size of the defect nuclei. It was shown that in the intervals 
*1, 1.3c c          the responses of the material are characteristic for quasi-brittle, ductile and fine grain state, 
respectively [5, 30]. 
 
 
Figure 1: Characteristic material reactions on the growth of defects: (a) - for microshears, (b) - for microcracks 
 
The curves in Fig. 1 demonstrate the solutions of the equation 0F p    for simple shear (  d  ,  dp p ) and uni-axial 
strain (  s  ,  sp p )states. Metastability for stresses ci   ( cd   for microshears, cs   for microcracks) is a 
consequence of the effect of the ordering (orientation transition) in the ensemble of defects. 
The value of stress  cs   for  c   defines the dynamic elastic limit (HEL) for quasi-brittle materials. The stress in the 
metastable area *c     corresponds to the range of the elastic limit for materials with a plastic response (Fig. 1) [5]. 
 
 
Figure 2: Self-similar solutions of the kinetic equation for strain induced by defects: periodic spatial structures ( *  ), autosoliton 
waves ( *c    ) and localized dissipative structures (  c  ) 
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For the interval of the structural scaling parameter *c    , the metastability regions in the continuum with defects 
appear. At a certain value of stress, an orientation transition occurs in the defects ensemble that leads to a sharp jump of 
plastic strain. This transition has a dynamic image (self-similar solution [5]) of an autosoliton wave (Fig. 2). 
The transition through the critical value c  is accompanied by the formation of localized blow-up modes (Fig. 2), 
characterized by rapid kinetics of nucleation and growth of defects. The blow-up regime is the final stage of damage 
accumulation before the transition to fracture. 
 
 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF VANADIUM BEHAVIOR UNDER SHOCK-WAVE LOADING 
 
he mathematical modeling of dynamic loading of materials need the correct formulation of a system of equations 
that reflects physical and mechanical aspects for carrying out a computational experiment. It is of fundamental 
reason to establish the connection between the mechanisms of structural relaxation caused by the collective 
behavior of defects, the kinetics of the elastic-plastic transition and failure to describe the qualitative changes in the 
deformation reactions of materials with increasing load intensity (strain rates). 
In this section, a mathematical statement of the collision of two plates is formulated using the constitutive equations 
taking into account the results of the statistical thermodynamic description of the collective behavior of defects 
(microshears, microcracks) and transition to elastoviscoplastic response and failure of metals (vanadium) due to defect 
induced metastability of thermodynamic responses of solid. 
Mechanisms of plasticity and damage localization caused by the collective behavior of ensembles of defects are described 
taking into account the kinetics of two structural variables: the defect density tensor (defect-induced strain) and the 
structural-scaling parameter which determines the current susceptibility" of solid to the nucleation and growth of defects. 
Mechanisms of plastic deformation are associated with the kinetics of these two variables (microshears and microcracks 
density tensor) in the presence of metastability of thermodynamic potential providing a different scenario of defect-
induced (structural) relaxation of stress in material. 
The kinematic relation for solid with defects is given for the strain rates in the frame of small strains 
 
    e pε ε εp            (5) 
 
where eε  is the elastic strain, p  is the strain induced by defects and pε  is the viscoplastic strain. Here and below, the 
tensor quantities are indicated in bold. 
The thermodynamic description of the behavior of solid with defects is based on the phenomenological representation of 
the free energy using independent thermodynamic variables eε , p  and  . Nonlinearity of thermodynamic potential in 
the Helmholtz form reflects the collective behavior of defects [5]. Taking into account the introduced thermodynamic 
variables and following the second law of thermodynamics the dissipative function of an elastoviscoplastic material with 
defects can be represented in the form 
 
                  
   0p F FTS ε ppσ         (6) 
 
where F  is the free energy,   is the parameter of structural scaling, S  is the entropy, T  is the temperature, σ  is the 
total stress. 
Following the Onsager's principle the thermodynamic forces can be represented as linear combinations of thermodynamic 
fluxes 
 
     
      
 
 
 

4
,
,
A ,
p
pF
F 
1 2
3 2
A ε A p
A p A ε
p
σ
         (7) 
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Here , ,1 2 3A A A  are positive definite fourth-rank tensors, 4A  is a positive kinetic coefficient, which in the general case 
can depend on all the thermodynamic parameters. 
Stress and strain tensors are represented as the sum of the bulk (index s) and deviator (index d) parts 
 
s d  σσ σ            (8) 
 
s d p p p            (9) 
 
Hooke's law in high-speed form was used 
 
   1( ) 2e eI Gσ ε I ε           (10) 
 
where   is the Lame's first parameter, G  is the Lame's second parameter (the shear modulus), 1( )eI ε  is the first 
invariant of the elastic strain rate tensor and I  is the unit tensor of the second rank. 
The equation of balance for mass is taken in the form 
 
     v            (11) 
 
where   is the density, v  is the particle velocity.  
The equation for momentum conservation is given as 
 
  σu =            (12) 
 
where   is the density, u  is the displacement vector. 
As a result, the system of constitutive Eqs. (7), (10) together with the balance Eqs. (11),(12) for an elastoviscoplastic 
material with defects complete the formulation of the mathematical modeling problem [25]. The system of differential 
Eqs. (7) - (12) describes the relationship of the relaxation mechanisms with the kinetics of the microshear and microcracks 
defects, with the laws governing the evolution of elastoviscoplastic flow and damage localization for the plate impact 
statement. 
The developed model has eleven scalar parameters that require the realization of identification procedures. The approach 
for identification of material parameters was developed in [31] and based on the minimizing of the difference between the 
numerical simulation and the experimental data for quasi-static and dynamic tests. To provide the correctness of the 
optimization procedure (according to Hadamard) the solution was realized using a series of initial conditions. 
Mathematical statement for optimization procedure is presented below 
 
  
 
    
       
       
   
       
  
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2*
0
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0
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The estimation of the model parameters was carried out by the stress-strain diagrams over a strain rate range of quasi-
static and dynamic tests. A modified search method was used for solving the optimization problem. The initial vector of 
parameter values and the initial step were chosen to calculate the optimizing function at each iteration step. An indicator 
that has a value  -1,0,1  allows the determination of the step value. If the point corresponds to the value of the indicator 
equal zero, then the step decreases, otherwise the current point becomes the minimum. The procedure stops when the 
step becomes less than the specified accuracy. This method was previously used to determine model parameters for 
various materials [31]. Fig. 3 shows a comparison for the stress-strain diagrams in the experiment [32] and numerical 
calculations obtained as a result of identification of model parameters for vanadium at different strain rates. 
 
 
Figure 3: Experimental stress-strain diagrams for vanadium at different strain rates (dotted line − 10-1 s-1, dashed line − 103 s-1) and 
corresponded numerical simulation (□ − 10-1 s-1, ○ − 103 s-1) 
 
It should be noted that the developed model makes it possible to describe stress-strain diagrams for wide-range strain 
rates (10-1−103 s-1) for the same values of model parameters. The procedure for verification of the model for vanadium 
was carried out from the shock-wave experiment in the conditions of a plate impact. Fig. 4 presents the results of 
numerical simulation and experiment [33]. 
Fig. 4 shows the particle velocity profiles for vanadium sample at different values of the stress amplitude that revealed the 
correspondence of numerical and experimental tests [33]. The profiles reflect the splitting of the shock wave front into an 
elastic precursor and the plastic front. The unloading of shock-compressed material behind the shock wave front leads 
also to the separation of the profile into an elastic wave and a wave of plastic unloading. In this zone, the numerical results 
do not agree well with the experimental profile, that can be linked with difficulty in recording the unloading wave front in 
the experiment. 
The mathematical statement allows the modeling of the behavior of metals under shock wave loading in the presence of 
damage accumulation to predict the critical state of shocked material (damage localization as spall failure precursor). The 
spall failure is linked with the final stage of damage kinetics corresponding to the initiation of blow-up localized damage 
structures [5]. This stage occurs when the value of the bulk component sp  of the defect-induced strain reaches the critical 
value сsp  and appropriate distribution over the spatial scale according to blow-up (self-similar) collective modes. 
The problem of spall failure for the plate impact test was studied numerically for vanadium. The simulation showed a 
significant dependence of the spall strength on the strain rate and typically (Fig. 5) the increase in spall strength for 
increasing strain rates [25]. 
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Figure 4: Particle velocity profiles for vanadium sample. The solid line is stress amplitude value about 9.7 GPa (numerical calculation), 
the dashed line − 6.4 GPa (numerical calculation), ○ − 9.7 GPa (experiment), □ − 6.4 GPa (experiment) [33] 
 
 
Figure 5: Dependence of spall strength versus strain rate: ● − experiment [25],  − model calculation, ▼ − experiment [24] 
 
The results of numerical simulation for the spall fracture are in accordance with the experiment and have established an 
increasing of spall stress with the increase of strain rate. That is the consequence of the pronounced damage localization 
with the avalanche kinetics of defect growth and weak sensitivity of the blow-up damage kinetics to the current value of 
stress amplitude.  
During the numerical simulation, the velocity profiles were reconstructed at different parts of the sample in order to study 
the connection between the structural relaxation laws due to nonlinear defect kinetics, elastic-plastic transitions and the 
formation of viscoplastic wave fronts. Fig. 6 shows the results of numerical simulation and experimental dependencies of 
the elastic precursor amplitude for different thickness of the sample. 
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Figure 6: Dependence of the dynamic elastic limit on the thickness of the vanadium sample. Marker ● is the minimum value 
(experiment) [25], ○ − maximum value (experiment) [25], ▼ − minimum value (experiment [24]), ∇ − maximum value (experiment [ 
25]),  − numerical calculation, solid line – approximation. 
 
 
Figure 7: Free surface velocity profiles for silicon carbide samples in normalized time coordinates: ○ − experiment [15], lines − 
numerical simulation for different target thicknesses (8.32 mm, 3.81 mm, 2.15 mm) [22]. 
 
The model describes the elastic precursor decay under the path of the elastoplastic wave in the sample (Fig. 6) that is in 
the agreement with the experimental data. The results of the simulation were approximated (solid line) by an exponential 
dependence in the form    3.349exp 1.707exp 0.0360.962HEL h h     , where h  is the thickness of the sample. 
Numerical simulation shows that the relaxation mechanisms of the elastic precursor can be associated with the effects of 
energy absorption due to the defects as a new “phase” of the material. This is based on the nonlinear kinetics of 
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nucleation and growth of defects with pronounced transitions at metastability area in terms of the structural variable (the 
defect density tensor and structural scaling parameter). 
 
 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SILICON CARBIDE BEHAVIOR UNDER SHOCK-WAVE LOADING 
 
he wide applications of ceramics have been found due to the high dynamic elastic limit and the ability to absorb 
the energy at high load intensities. Ceramics show a low level of plastic (viscoplastic) deformation and the elastic-
plastic transition in ceramic are associated with the “geometric” contribution of defects to the total strain. Fig. 7 
shows a comparison of simulation and experimental results for silicon carbide under shock wave loading [15, 22]. 
The presented velocity profiles demonstrate the splitting of the shock wave into an elastic precursor and a plastic front. 
The value of plastic strain for ceramics is much smaller than that observed for metals. Weak sensitivity of the plastic front 
to the pulse intensity reflects the low contribution of the viscoplastic component, which is associated with low mobility of 
defects in ceramics. It was noted in [15] that some spall experiments in ceramics show weakly expressed spall pulse. This 
feature can be associated with a very short time of initiation and size of damage localization zone leading to small changes 
in the mechanical impedance during the formation of the spall surface. 
The self-similarity of wave fronts in SiC ceramics was established in [15] and it was shown that the value of the dynamic 
elastic limit does not depend on time. In this connection, velocity profiles were constructed in time-normalized 
coordinates for different thicknesses of the samples (Fig. 7). This result demonstrates the self-similarity of shock wave 
fronts in ceramics, which is due to self-similar patterns of damage kinetics in the metastability area of the nonequilibrium 
thermodynamic potential for solid with defects. 
 
 
SELF-SIMILARITY OF SHOCK WAVE FRONTS IN METALS AND CERAMICS 
 
or a wide class of materials (metals [1-3] and nonmetals [2]), the fourth power-law universality of plastic wave 
fronts is established (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) 
 
 * 0A P              (14) 
 
where 0P  is the stress amplitude,   is the exponent equal to four in the strain rate range  *  ~ 105−107 s-1 [3].  An 
explanation for the power universality of plastic wave fronts was proposed in [4], associated with the subjection of 
relaxation mechanisms to multiscale collective autosolitary modes of defects. 
It is established that the fourth power-law is violated for vanadium [3, 33]. Comparison of the results of the numerical 
simulation with experimental data is shown in Fig. 10. With an increase of strain rate at the wave front an asymptotic 
approximation to the fourth power-law is possible (in the graphs it is indicated by a solid line). 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
he mechanisms of structural relaxation are associated with collective behavior of mesoscopic defects related to the 
metastability of nonequilibrium potential of solid with defects and the generation of collective modes responsible 
for plastic strain and damage localization. These modes represent the self-similar solutions of the evolution 
equation for the structural variable (defect-induced strain), which determines the relaxation properties of material and 
scenario of elastic-plastic transition.  Spatial-temporal dynamics of these modes (autosolitary and blow-up dissipative 
structures) can be initiated at appropriate load condition (shock wave rise) and could provide the anomalous relaxation 
ability of nonlinear system “solid with defects” in the conditions of the specific type of criticality – structural-scaling 
transition.  
The metastability “decomposition” leads to the splitting of the wave front on the elastic precursor, the transient area of 
elastic precursor decay and the steady plastic front due to continuous (structural-scaling) transition between similar types 
of metastability depending on the shock wave amplitude. Autosolitary wave modes which subject the relaxation properties 
of shocked materials represent the “universality class” providing the four power universality at the steady shock wave 
front. The splitting of the wave front starts at the onset of critical behavior in the presence of metastability caused by the 
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initial material structure. As the consequence, the elastic decay dynamics could be sensitive to the qualitative different 
relaxation kinetics: exponential kinetics with characteristic times that are close to the acoustic times and intermittent 
“slow” relaxation leading to the power law plastic wave fronts.   
 
Figure 8: Dependences of the stress amplitude versus the strain rate at the shock front for metals 
 
 
Figure 9: Dependences of the amplitude of stresses versus the strain rate at the front of the shock wave for nonmetals 
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Figure 10: Dependences of the stress amplitude versus the strain rate at the front of the shock wave for vanadium 
 
 
An explanation of the influence of the spatial-temporal dynamics of defects leading to the plastic strain instability (self-
similar plastic wave fronts, adiabatic plastic shear)  was proposed in [4, 34, 35], on the kinetics of spall failure in metals and 
ceramics in [22, 25]. The listed effects were studied theoretically on the basis of developed continuum models reflecting 
the role of metastability in the formation of collective modes and their relation to the relaxation properties of solid with 
defects. The results of the simulation are supported by original experiments that are used to identify the parameters and 
the results of the simulation to explain the self-similar features of deformation and fracture for metals and ceramics under 
shock wave loading. 
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